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Background: Inflammation and nutrition play vital roles in the development of gastric 
cancer (GC). We combined the preoperative fibrinogen with prognostic nutritional index 
(PNI) to create a novel scoring system named as the fibrinogen and prognostic nutritional 
index (FPNI) score and establish a more effective model.
Patients and Methods: A total of 689 patients with gastric adenocarcinoma who under-
went gastrectomy from January 2012 to December 2016 were reviewed. We measured 
correlations between FPNI score and clinicopathological variables and overall survival 
(OS). A nomogram predicting OS was constructed. Its predictive performance was verified 
using the concordance index, calibration curves, receiver operating characteristic curves, 
decision curve analysis and time-dependent receiver operating characteristic analysis.
Results: We observed that the FPNI score was an independent predictor of OS in patients 
with gastric cancer (P < 0.05). A high FPNI score was significantly related to older age at 
surgery, tumor size ≥4.6 cm, high ASA score, advanced TNM stage and poor outcome (both 
P < 0.05). And the FPNI score remained an independent indicator at various TNM stages 
(P < 0.05). Ultimately, the nomogram based on FPNI score, age, tumor size, histological 
grade and TNM stage showed a better predictive ability than TNM alone.
Conclusion: The preoperative FPNI score is a novel, simple, and effective predictor of OS 
in patients with GC. Furthermore, the nomogram involving FPNI score will help clinicians to 
optimize individualized treatment plans.
Keywords: gastric cancer, fibrinogen, prognostic nutritional index, overall survival, 
nomogram

Introduction
Gastric cancer (GC) is the fifth most common cancer and the fourth leading cause 
of cancer death worldwide.1 Despite advancements in surgical techniques and 
adjuvant therapy, patients with GC have generally unfavorable outcomes. At pre-
sent, there is still a lack of simple, low-cost and effective predictors for patients 
with GC. Thus, it is vital to identify a new indicator to predict overall survival (OS) 
before surgery.

Fibrinogen is produced in the liver in response to serum cytokine stimulation; it 
reflects tumor progression.2,3 Recently, it was reported that preoperative hyperfi-
brinogenemia correlated with tumor progression, metastasis, and outcome in 
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patients with GC.4,5 Moreover, several lines of evidences 
suggest that systemic immune inflammation plays a key 
role in tumor progression. The prognostic nutritional index 
(PNI),6 neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio,7 platelet-to- 
lymphocyte ratio8 and other biomarkers have been asso-
ciated with poor outcome in various cancers. To the best of 
our knowledge, fibrinogen and PNI have not been simul-
taneously evaluated as markers of tumor prognosis in 
patients with GC.

Therefore, we constructed a novel prognostic score 
named the fibrinogen and prognostic nutritional index 
(FPNI) score, based on the preoperative plasma fibrinogen 
level and PNI. The correlation between the FPNI score and 
OS was assessed. Finally, we established a nomogram 
combining the FPNI score with clinicopathological para-
meters to predicted 3- and 5-year OS in patients with GC 
following gastrectomy.

Patients and Methods
Patients
Research approval was obtained from the Institutional 
Review Board of the First Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an 
Jiaotong University. Between January 2012 and 
December 2016, all patients with gastric cancer at the 
Department of General Surgery, the First Affiliated 
Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University were retrospectively 
reviewed. Written informed consent was obtained from all 
patients in this study. This study was conducted in com-
pliance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. 
The inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) gastric adeno-
carcinoma confirmed histopathologically; 2) treatment 
with gastrectomy; and 3) complete medical records. The 
exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) loss to follow-up; 2) 
treatment with neoadjuvant chemotherapy; 3) ≥2 primary 
malignancies; and 4) perioperative mortality, 5) autoim-
mune or other inflammatory diseases, 6) hematological 
disease and 7) continuous anticoagulant therapy. Finally, 
689 patients with gastric adenocarcinoma who underwent 
gastrectomy were recruited (Supplementary Figure 1).

Clinical Data Collecting and Processing
Clinicopathological and laboratory data such as age, sex, 
ASA score, tumor location, histological grade, vascular 
invasion, perineural invasion, TNM stage, adjuvant che-
motherapy, fibrinogen level, albumin level and lymphocyte 
count were retrospectively reviewed and collected from 
the medical records. Based on the ASA classification 

system,9 all patients were divided into three groups: ASA 
I, ASA II, and ASA III. The clinical tumor stage was 
determined according to the seventh edition of the TNM 
classification.10

The hematological and laboratory parameters were 
obtained within 1 week before surgery. PNI was defined 
as albumin (g/L) + 5 × total lymphocyte count (109/L). 
X-tile 3.6.1 software (Yale University, New Haven, CT) 
was used to determine the cutoff values for age, tumor 
size, fibrinogen and PNI for the analysis.11 We found that 
the optimal cutoff values for age, tumor size, fibrinogen, 
and PNI were 66 years, 4.6 cm, 3.30 g/L, and 44.8, 
respectively. The FPNI scores were established using var-
ious plasma fibrinogen levels and PNI values.

Follow-Up
Patients were followed up every 3–4 months in the first 2 
years after surgery and every 6 months thereafter until they 
were lost to follow-up or died. The OS was calculated 
from the time of completion of surgery to the date of death 
or final follow-up. Patients were followed up until death or 
until June 2019.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS software 
(version 25.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), and 
R version 3.6.1 software (http://www.r-project.org/, The 
R Foundation for Statistical Computing) with RStudio 
software version 1.3.1073. The extension packages, 
including “survival”, “rms”, “rmda”, “foreign” and 
“timeROC” were also used. Continuous variables were 
summarized as medians and ranges. Relationships between 
categorical variables were assessed using Fisher’s exact 
test or Pearson’s chi-square test. The Kaplan–Meier 
method with Log rank test was used to assess differences 
in survival. Univariate and multivariate analyses were 
performed using the Cox proportional hazards regression 
model. ROC analysis was performed to define sensitivity 
and specificity. The nomogram was created using the 
R software ‘rms’ package. The discriminative ability of 
the nomogram was assessed by the concordance index 
(C-index).12 A value of 0.5 represents random predictabil-
ity and a value of 1.0 represents complete predictability.12 

The prognostic abilities of the FPNI scores were evaluated 
using the time-dependent receiver operating characteristic 
(t-ROC) curves and the estimated area under the curve 
(AUC).13 Decision curve analysis (DCA) were applied to 
assess the predict performance of nomogram and TNM 
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stage. The significance level for all statistical tests was set 
at 0.05, and all tests were two-sided.

Results
Patient Characteristics and 
Clinicopathological Data
Among the 689 patients, 521 (75.6%) were male, and 57 
(24.4%) were female. The median follow-up period was 56.0 
months [interquartile range (IQR): 41–71 months]. Based on 
the optimal cut-off point for fibrinogen for OS, the entire 
sample was divided into a low fibrinogen group (fibrinogen 
<3.30 g/L) and a high fibrinogen group (fibrinogen ≥3.30 
g/L). Similarly, the samples were also divided into the a low 
PNI group (PNI < 44.8) and a high PNI group (PNI ≥ 44.8). 
All characteristics are described in Table 1.

Univariate and Multivariate Analyses of 
Factors Associated with OS
Univariate analysis showed that fibrinogen ≥3.30 g/L and 
PNI < 44.8 were associated with poor OS (P < 0.001 for both, 
Table 2). Other significant associations included age, the 
American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score, tumor 
size, histological grade, perineural invasion and TNM stage 
(all P < 0.05, Table 2). Multivariate analyses revealed that 
fibrinogen level, PNI, age, tumor size, histological grade, and 
TNM stage were independent risk factors for OS (all P < 
0.05, Table 2).

Associations of the Plasma Fibrinogen 
Level, PNI and FPNI Score
Based on the cutoff value of fibrinogen or PNI (low <3.30 g/ 
L or high ≥3.30 g/L and low <44.8 or high ≥44.8, respec-
tively), patients were stratified into two groups. Kaplan– 
Meier analysis showed that the high fibrinogen group and 
the low PNI group were both associated with poor OS (both 
P < 0.001) (Figure 1A and B). We combined plasma fibrino-
gen and PNI levels to form four subgroups to further study 
the different outcomes of gastric cancer patients. Kaplan- 
Meier analysis showed the visible differences among the 
four subgroups (P < 0.001, Figure 1C). Interestingly, there 
was no significant difference in OS in subgroups of only 
plasma fibrinogen ≥3.30 g/L or PNI < 44.8 (P > 0.05, 
Figure 1C). As a result, we combined the two subgroups. 
Based on these results, we constructed a fibrinogen and PNI 

Table 1 Patients and Tumour Characteristics

Characteristics No. %

Age (years)
Median (IQR) 61 (54–68)

Sex
Male 521 75.6

Female 168 24.4

ASA score

1 44 6.4
2 509 73.9

3 136 19.7

Tumor location

Upper 230 33.4

Middle 104 15.1
Lower 355 51.5

Tumor size (cm)
Median (IQR) 4.5 (3.0–6.0)

Histological grade
Well or moderately differentiated 210 31.8

Poorly or not differentiated 470 68.2

Vascular invasion

Yes 75 10.9

No 614 89.1

Perineural invasion

Yes 247 35.8
No 442 64.2

TNM stage
I 117 17.0

II 144 20.9

III 402 58.3
IV 26 3.8

Adjuvant chemotherapy
Yes 371 53.8

No 318 46.2

Fibrinogen level (g/L)

Median (IQR) 3.23 (2.64–3.88)

PNI

Median (IQR) 45.3 (41.0–49.2)

FPNI score

0 199 28.9
1 282 40.9

2 208 30.2

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; ASA score, American Society of 
Anesthesiologists score; PNI, prognostic nutritional index; FPNI score, fibrinogen 
and prognostic nutritional index score.
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Table 2 Univariate and Multivariate Cox Regression Analyses for Overall Survival in Patients with Gastric Cancer

Characteristics Univariate Analysis Multivariate Analysisa Multivariate Analysisb

HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value

Age (years) <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

<66 1 1 1
≥66 1.636 (1.327–2.017) 1.526 (1.220–1.909) 1.537 (1.228–1.923)

Sex 0.138
Male 1

Female 0.829 (0.648–1.062)

ASA score 0.006 0.890 0.922

1 1 1 1

2 1.268 (0.803–2.002) 0.984 (0.621–1.558) 0.970 (0.613–1.537)
3 1.810 (1.112–2.948) 1.048 (0.634–1.733) 1.021 (0.617–1.690)

Tumor location 0.057
Upper 1

Middle 0.760 (0.552–1.048)

Lower 0.774 (0.618–0.968)

Tumor size (cm) <0.001 0.009 0.008

<4.6 1 1 1
≥4.6 2.396 (1.938–2.963) 1.346 (1.078–1.682) 1.353 (1.084–1.689)

Histological grade <0.001 0.007 0.005

Poorly or not differentiated 1 1 1

Well or moderately 
differentiated

0.498 (0.390–0.635) 1.414 (1.100–1.816) 1.430 (1.112–1.838)

Vascular invasion 0.134
No 1

Yes 1.267 (0.930–1.728)

Perineural invasion <0.001 0.504 0.529

No 1 1 1

Yes 1.680 (1.363–2.070) 1.076 (0.868–1.334) 1.071 (0.864–1.328)

TNM stage <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

I 1 1 1
II 4.431 (2.309–8.503) 3.234 (1.667–6.277) 3.211 (1.654–6.233)

III 12.404 (6.780–22.694) 8.122 (4.354–15.152) 8.000 (4.288–14.922)

IV 20.803 (10.181–42.509) 13.345 (6.380–27.916) 13.293 (6.358–27.792)

Adjuvant chemotherapy 0.591

No 1
Yes 0.945 (0.769–1.161)

Fibrinogen level (g/L) <0.001 <0.001
<3.30 1 1

≥3.30 2.120 (1.716–2.618) 1.484 (1.189–1.852)

PNI <0.001 0.011

<44.8 1 1

≥44.8 0.506 (0.409–0.627) 0.750 (0.600–0.936)

(Continued)
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(FPNI) score defined as follows: patients in the high fibrino-
gen group (fibrinogen ≥3.30 g/L) and the low PNI group 
(PNI < 44.8) were allocated a score of 2, those in either only 
the high fibrinogen group or only the low PNI group were 
allocated a score of 1, and those in neither of these groups 
were allocated a score of 0.

The Correlation Between the FPNI Score 
and OS
Univariate analysis of OS revealed that FPNI score was 
related to OS. Multivariate analysis indicated that FPNI 
score, age, tumor size, histological grade, and TNM stage 
were independent factors of OS (all P < 0.05, Table 2). As 

Table 2 (Continued). 

Characteristics Univariate Analysis Multivariate Analysisa Multivariate Analysisb

HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value

FPNI score <0.001 <0.001
0 1 1

1 2.230 (1.654–3.005) 1.653 (1.218–2.244)

2 3.601 (2.666–4.865) 2.089 (1.521–2.868)

Notes: aAdjustment for all variables listed in the table, except for sex, tumor location, vascular invasion, adjuvant chemotherapy and FPNI score; bAdjustment for all 
variables listed in the table, except for sex, tumor location, vascular invasion, adjuvant chemotherapy, fibrinogen level and PNI. 
Abbreviations: ASA score, American Society of Anesthesiologists score; PNI, prognostic nutritional index; FPNI score, fibrinogen and prognostic nutritional index score.

Figure 1 Kaplan–Meier analysis for OS of GC patients according to preoperative plasma fibrinogen level and prognostic nutritional index (PNI). Kaplan–Meier analysis for 
OS according to (A) preoperative plasma fibrinogen level, (B) preoperative PNI, (C) combination of preoperative plasma fibrinogen and PNI, and (D) FPNI score.
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Figure 1D shows, high FPNI score was related to poor OS 
(P < 0.05).

The Prognostic Significance of the FPNI 
Score in Patients with GC with Different 
TNM Stage Subgroups
When stratified by TNM stage, significant differences in 
survival were found for patients with various FPNI score 
in stages I–II and III–IV subgroups (all P < 0.05, 
Supplementary Figure 2A and 2B).

The Relationship Between FPNI Score 
and Clinicopathological Parameters
The relationship between the FPNI score and clinicopatho-
logic characteristics is shown in Table 3. We found that the 
high FPNI score was related to older age at surgery, tumor 
size ≥4.6 cm, advanced TNM stage and more likely to have 
a higher proportion of ASA III (all P < 0.001) (Table 3).

Construction and Verification of the 
Nomogram for OS
Based on the results of multivariate analyses, a prognostic 
nomogram predicting 3- and 5-year GC probability was estab-
lished. As demonstrated in the nomogram, TNM stage con-
tributed most to the prognosis of GC, followed by FPNI score, 
age, grade, and tumor size (Figure 2). The C-index of the 
prediction nomogram was 0.742, which suggested that the 
model provided favorable discrimination. The model of 
the nomogram showed a better predictive ability of OS than 
the TNM stage and FPNI score (C-index 0.678 and C-index 
0.631, respectively). We generated a calibration curve to com-
pare nomograms with perfect curves, and this indicated that 
the 3-, 5-year OS nomograms possessed the excellent consis-
tency with the actual observation (Figure 3A and B). The areas 
under the 3- and 5-year ROC curves of the nomogram were 
0.797 and 0.800, respectively (Supplementary Figure 3A and 
3B), suggesting that nomogram has good predictive ability.

DCA was applied to verify the clinical utility possessed 
by the nomogram. As displayed in Figure 4, the DCA 
curves of nomogram showed larger net benefits across 
a wider range of threshold probabilities than the TNM 
stage model in our cohort, indicating the nomogram pro-
vides better value for clinical application. These results 
suggest that the predictive ability of nomogram is better 
than that of TNM stage.

Finally, we also performed a t-ROC curve that visually 
expresses the significance of prognostic factors,14 to 

compare the predictive value of nomogram and TNM 
stage. As shown in Figure 5, the nomogram can better 
predict outcomes of patients with GC compared with the 
traditional TNM stage.

Table 3 Associations Between FPNI Score and Clinicopathological 
Characteristics

Characteristics FPNI Score

0 (N = 
199)

1 (N = 
282)

2 (N = 
208)

P values

Age (years) <0.001

≥66 44 89 99

<66 155 193 109

Sex 0.700

Male 151 209 161
Female 48 73 47

ASA score <0.001
1 16 17 11

2 167 209 133

3 16 56 64

Tumor location 0.505

Upper 63 100 67
Middle 36 35 33

Lower 100 147 108

Tumor size (cm) <0.001

≥4.6 61 128 139
<4.6 138 154 69

Histological grade 0.536
Well or moderately 

differentiated

67 92 60

Poorly or not 
differentiated

132 190 148

Vascular invasion 0.064
Yes 13 35 27

No 186 247 181

Perineural invasion 0.084

Yes 59 111 77

No 140 171 131

TNM stage <0.001

I 64 41 12
II 47 59 38

III 86 172 144

IV 2 10 14

Adjuvant chemotherapy 0.382

Yes 106 160 105
No 93 122 103

Abbreviations: ASA score, American Society of Anesthesiologists score; FPNI 
score, fibrinogen and prognostic nutritional index score.
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Discussion
In our cohort, we demonstrated that the preoperative fibri-
nogen and PNI were independent prognostic factors for 

GC after gastrectomy. We developed a novel prognostic 
score, named the FPNI score, based on the combination of 
plasma fibrinogen and PNI. Multivariate analysis showed 

Figure 2 Nomogram for predicting 3- and 5-year OS of GC patients after surgery.

Figure 3 External validation of the nomogram: Calibration plot of the nomogram describing 3- (A) and 5-year (B) OS.
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that the preoperative FPNI score was an independent prog-
nostic factor, suggesting that patients with higher FPNI 
score have poorer outcomes. In the subgroup analysis, the 
high FPNI score was associated with poor outcome regard-
less of whether the GC was TNM stages I–II or stage III– 
IV. In addition, we verified that high FPNI score was 
related to older age at surgery, tumor size ≥4.6 cm, high 
ASA score and advanced TNM stage. Therefore, we cre-
ated a prognostic nomogram integrating FPNI score with 
age, tumor size, histological grade and TNM stage. This 
had greater potential to accurately predict outcome and 
possessed better clinical usefulness than that of TNM 
stage.

Several lines of evidence suggest that fibrinogen plays 
a vital role in the development and progression of cancer. 
Fibrinogen is produced in the liver in response to serum 
cytokine stimulation. It also acts as a molecular bridge 
within cells, promoting stable adhesion among cancer 
cells, endothelial cells and platelets.15–17 On the one 
hand, fibrinogen, secretion of which is stimulated by 

Figure 4 Decision curve analysis (DCA) curves comparing nomogram and TNM stage. The y-axis represented net benefits and the x-axis measured threshold probability (Pt).

Figure 5 Time-dependent ROC curves for the nomogram and TNM stage. The 
horizontal axis represents year after surgery, and the vertical axis represents 
the estimated AUC for survival at the time of interest. Yellow solid lines 
represent the estimated AUCs for the nomogram, and broken lines represent 
the 95% confidence intervals for AUC. Blue solid lines represent the estimated 
AUCs for TNM stage, and broken lines represent the 95% confidence intervals 
for AUC.
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interleukin-6 produced by tumor cells,2 promotes the pro-
liferation of fibroblast growth factor-2.18 In addition, fibri-
nogen facilitates cancer cell growth and angiogenesis, by 
interacting with fibroblast growth factor-2 and vascular 
endothelial growth factor.19 On the other hand, fibrinogen 
is a critical determinant of the metastatic potential of 
circulating cancer cells, and it appears to facilitate cancer 
dissemination through at least one fibrinogen-dependent 
mechanism.20 Palumbo et al revealed that the platelet- 
fibrinogen axis contributes to metastatic potential by 
impeding natural killer cell elimination of cancer cells.21 

Ding et al22 showed that preoperative plasma fibrinogen 
level was a strong predictor of outcome in GC, as we 
found in our cohort.

PNI, composed of albumin and lymphocytes, was ori-
ginally primarily used as an indicator of nutritional 
status.23 Several lines of evidence24,25 suggest that 
changes in serum albumin may indicate persistent inflam-
matory responses in patients with cancer cachexia. The 
chronic systemic inflammatory response is implicated in 
the progressive nutritional and functional decline in the 
cancer patients and their subsequent poor outcomes.26 

Thus, PNI may reflect systemic inflammation. It was 
reported that preoperative PNI was a good prognostic 
indicator of hepatocellular carcinoma,27 gastric cancer,6 

colorectal carcinoma28 and pancreatic cancer.29 In our 
study, we found that the low PNI values were associated 
with poor outcome, consistent with previous results. 
However, fibrinogen and PNI had not been simultaneously 
evaluated as markers of tumor prognosis in patients with 
GC. Therefore, we created the FPNI score that consists of 
the plasma fibrinogen level and PNI. We found that both 
decreased PNI and elevated fibrinogen levels (FPNI 
score 2) were related to poor outcome, and both elevated 
PNI and decreased fibrinogen levels (FPNI score 0) were 
related to favorable outcome. In addition, we found that 
the high FPNI score was related to aggressive tumor 
biological phenotypes, including large tumor size and 
advanced tumor stage. The interaction between the ele-
vated systemic inflammatory responses and tumor progres-
sion was partially exposed, in accordance with previous 
findings. Subgroup analysis showed that FPNI score is 
also an independent prognostic factor of GC patients diag-
nosed with TNM stages I–II or stage III–IV. As mentioned 
above, the FPNI score could be a potential prognostic 
marker that reflects the balance between host inflammation 
and immune response status.

To better determine the effect of FPNI score on indivi-
dualized treatment of gastric cancer, we constructed 
a nomogram consisting of FPNI score, age, tumor size, 
histological grade, and TNM stage. The C-index of the 
nomogram was 0.742, and the areas under the 3- and 
5-year ROC curves of the nomogram were 0.797 and 
0.800, respectively, suggesting that the nomogram has favor-
able predictive ability. The accuracy of predicting 3- and 
5-year OS was assessed using the calibration curve; this 
revealed excellent agreement between the nomogram and 
the actual observation results. Compared with TNM stage, 
the nomogram showed better discriminative ability and 
accuracy for predicting OS probabilities with higher 
C-index. The DCA curve also proved that our nomogram 
possessed better potential for clinical utility than did TNM 
stage. For the past few years, t-ROC analysis13 has been 
applied for time-dependent variables that can visually 
assessed the significance of individual prognostic factors.14 

The t-ROC curve of the nomogram demonstrated that it 
possesses better predictive performance than that of TNM 
stage. Taken together, our findings suggest that the FPNI 
score is a very potential prognostic indicator for GC, and it 
can be applied to refine risk stratification in patients with GC 
before and after treatment.

There are some limitations that need to be addressed. 
First, because of the retrospective nature and absence of 
external validation, the present study may have been sub-
ject to selection bias. Second, we failed to comprehen-
sively assess disease-free survival in GC patients due to 
the lack of sufficient relevant data. Third, C-reactive pro-
tein factor was not recorded in this cohort, owing to the 
lack of data. Therefore, large prospective multicenter clin-
ical trials are needed to validate our findings in the future.

Conclusions
We developed a novel effective prognostic score called 
FPNI score that was based on preoperative plasma fibrino-
gen and PNI. The FPNI score was an independent risk 
factor for OS in GC patients. In addition, the developed 
nomograms based on FPNI score and traditional clinico-
pathological characteristics may help clinicians to plan 
individualized treatment strategies for GC patients.
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